EuroEnergy constructs new 13.8 MW
wind farm at Delphi in Greece
24 May 2018: EuroEnergy has begun construction on a new wind park in Delphi, Greece. The
13.8 MW asset is expected to be fully operational by March 2019. The six wind turbines, with
an individual capacity of 2.3MW each, will generate collectively 28GWhs of green energy per
year which will service the annual electricity needs of 7,500 households.
Delphi is located in the Fokida Prefecture of the Sterea Ellada region. Recently, EuroEnergy
has been increasing its presence in the area and remains on the lookout for new opportunities
in this prime site for wind-generated power assets. The Delphi asset has an agreement to
provide its energy to the Greek electricity market national operator, LAGIE.
During its past decade of activity in Greece, EuroEnergy has established a portfolio of wind
and solar operating assets and a strong local management team with deep knowledge of the
local renewables industry. This experience-led, hands-on capability in developing and
operating wind and solar assets is complemented by the provision of professional asset
management services to other third-party players in the Greek renewable energy market.
EuroEnergy is committed to increasing its presence and investments in the Greek Renewable
energy market and contribute to the growth of the Greek economy.
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About EuroEnergy
EuroEnergy (www.euroenergy.com) is a renewable energy investment company originally
established to increase the presence of clean power sources in the traditional energy mix. With a
growing presence throughout Europe, its portfolio has grown to encompass Solar PV and Wind
assets in Eastern Europe and the Mediterranean. EuroEnergy is part of the Libra Group
(www.libra.com), an international business group with 30 subsidiaries active in 35 countries across
six continents. Libra’s interests are focused on six core sectors: aviation, energy, hospitality, real
estate, shipping, and diversified investments. The Libra Group also has renewable energy interests
across North, Central and South America through its subsidiaries Greenwood Energy
(www.gwenergy.com) and Convergen Energy (www.convergenenergy.com) which control a number
of alternative energy assets including solar parks, biogas installations, fuel pellets, power stations
and CHP units.

